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Perspective View from Skating Rink
Level 1 Floor Plan
1. All free-standing columns shall be concrete encased 4'-0" up from finished slab on all garage levels. Refer to structural drawings for concrete encasement reinforcing requirements.

2. Provide painted parking striping and floor markings as shown on plans.

3. Provide bollard and or pipe protection at all exposed vertical piping. Determine and coordinate locations with plumbing, fire protection and electrical drawings. Assume 1/8" thick x 1'-0" high bent galvanized steel plate fastened to column or partition at 3'-0" above finish slab. Bollards shall be 8" OD double heavy pipe with base plate, through bolted with back plate at underside of slabs on deck, fastened with expansion anchors at slabs on grade, grout base plates level when located on ramped surfaces.

4. Refer to sheets A 625 - A 627 for parking layout.

5. FIGURE 68A 2015

Level 1 Floor Plan
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